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Press  

Siemens Mobility GmbH Munich, March 27, 2024 

Siemens Mobility awarded further service 
contract from Canadian operator Metrolinx 
 

• Expansion of existing partnership with transit operator Metrolinx  

• Increasing system availability and reliability for Toronto’s passenger railway 

system  

 
Siemens Mobility has been chosen by Metrolinx, the regional public transit operator 

for the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, to handle their track, signal, and right-of-

way maintenance for the Central Region of Toronto's passenger railway 

infrastructure system. This partnership builds upon Siemens Mobility's existing 

maintenance services in the West Region and signal and communications services 

at the Metrolinx Network Operations Center.  

 

Siemens Mobility brings a local team of experts and over 25 years of experience in 

rail infrastructure maintenance across North America. In addition, by using its world-

class digital tools and software, it will provide Metrolinx with rail infrastructure 

performance data, ensuring highest availability.  

  

“We are excited to strengthen our partnership with Metrolinx, keeping their system 

running safely, efficiently and sustainably for a reliable operation for their 

passengers,” said Johannes Emmelheinz, CEO Customer Services Siemens 

Mobility. “With a combination of our on-the-ground rail infrastructure maintenance 

experience and our digital services, we can ensure up to 100% system availability.”  

 

In Canada, Siemens Mobility has been providing solutions to the transportation 

industry for more than 40 years, including, among others, railway infrastructure 

maintenance services on the rail networks in Quebec and Ontario, light rail vehicles 

in Edmonton and Calgary, trainsets delivered to VIA Rail Canada, new trainsets for 

Ontario Northland, an order for locomotives for Montreal’s exo, and the rail 
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electrification and overall system maintenance of the light rail transit network in 

Kitchener-Waterloo. 

 

This press release is available at https://sie.ag/Aq9AS 

 

Contact for journalists 

Eva Haupenthal 

Phone: +49 152 01654597; E-mail: eva.haupenthal@siemens.com 

 

For further information about Siemens Mobility, please see: 

www.siemens.com/mobility 

 

Siemens Mobility is a separately managed company of Siemens AG. As a leader in intelligent transport solutions for more 

than 175 years, Siemens Mobility is constantly innovating its portfolio. Its core areas include rolling stock, rail automation 

and electrification, a comprehensive software portfolio, turnkey systems as well as related services. With digital products 

and solutions, Siemens Mobility is enabling mobility operators worldwide to make infrastructure intelligent, increase value 

sustainably over the entire lifecycle, enhance passenger experience and guarantee availability. In fiscal year 2023, which 

ended on September 30, 2023, Siemens Mobility posted revenue of €10.5 billion and employed around 39,800 people 

worldwide. Further information is available at: www.siemens.com/mobility  
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